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MEMBERS NEWS
SATURDAY Steve Wallace starts us off
Saturday morning dawned lovely and fine
as per the forecast. I stopped in at the
gate house at 0830 to find Ray had
beaten me to the key although not the
right one as it turned out. I waited at
the gate with Hawk-eye and Graham L
while Ray sorted the key troubles. Once
in, the twin was made ready while others
busily packed up various bits and pieces
for the weekend away. With no student
or other club member volunteering for
the aerotow to Drury my son Fraser was
in luck and was happily packaged into the
back seat for the trip down. At 10am on
the dot the tower cleared us for take-

off and a right turn departure. Being early the air was
silky smooth and the promise of a beautiful scenic flight
down the harbour and past the city centre came into view
as we swung left on our climb out of Whenuapai. Although
only short it is a fairly busy trip, requiring four frequency
changes and a descent on tow from 2,500¹ down to
1,500¹ as you transit the eastern beaches. Luckily
Graham being the well organised pilot he is had given me a
thorough briefing along with a list of frequencies so
everything went like clockwork. (would have worked much

better if I had given him the right frequency for Drury.
Fortunately I realised while on route and gave him the
correction while we were still on Ardmore) 30 minutes
later we were on the ground at Drury and heading for the
club house for a local briefing. Following this I was first
up with Peter T for a couple of flights to get my expired
BFR renewed. All must have gone OK as a sticker declaring
my flying kosher for the next two years was duly
delivered to my logbook. By this stage the weather was looking great and a long queue of gliders had gridded
up with pilots eager to get into the air. Their impatience worked in our favour and soon RDW was fully

employed (along with CEB) hauling whomever and whatever was at the front of the queue into the air. Over
the course of the afternoon I was able to fly with Tony P, Kishan and Krishna on nice 45 minute area
familiarisation flights. While up at various stages (along with many other Drury gliders) it was nice to see
Neville Swan in SWN, Ray Burns in BU, Ivor Woodfield in IV, Steve Foreman in VF and Gary Patten and Ian
OKeefe in MP all up and enjoying the great thermals and high cloud base on offer. The day finished sometime
after 5pm as the flyers returned to park up and tie down their gliders for the night, before retiring to the
bar for a well earned liquid refreshment or two and a delicious BBQ meal courtesy of the excellent hospitality
of the Auckland Gliding Club. All in all a great days flying and the promise of more to come on Sunday.

Towie Graham Lake continues: The early start gave us a nice smooth aerotow all the way to Drury where
Steve dropped off and followed me in. We
parked our wee towplane up across the airfield
from the caravan and wandered back to the
clubrooms to help rig and to get a briefing.
Once done, the grid formed and we joined in.
Steve Wallace needed a BFR so that provided
our first launch with the twin and set the
benchmark for how RDW performed. A few
launches later and a lengthy grid started the
thaw. We got to launch Ross Gaddes in his
water filled Discus followed a short time later
with the ASK21 GAK. AK was a real test as
this is bigger than the twin two. We were off
the ground around the same place and the tow
to 2000ft and back on the ground was done in
eight minutes, same as the twin two. RDW and CEB proceeded to clear the grid and settled into a routine of
a launch every now and then, mostly for our own clubs but we still managed three launches with the PW6. 14
launches for RDW, CEB took five of ours for a good day all round. The dinner put on by the Auckland folks
was delicious and I was forced to go back for seconds. Well done AGC and thanks for a great weekend.
SUNDAY Ray Burns has first hack
The day dawned with a lot of grey overcast, but by the time WA delivered the WingCo and me to Drury it was
looking very pleasant. Steve and I
toodled off in MW for an hour or so
while Gary thrashed the winch in
AGC's K21, Tony pottered off for
two flights in VF both over an hour.
Neville aired SWN (with the satanic
propellor). Ian managed an hour or
so and WA "enjoyed" two flights in
IV. Dusty Miller and I ended the
day with the conditions steadily
becoming more difficult. With no
volunteers for the ferry flight
Peter and I towed into some bumpy
conditions out to Music Point before
we settled into a more pleasant run
up the harbour. Off tow and ready
to land I made one orbit over the
prison into the strongest lift of the
day. Three turns and I was at 2500
feet where I waited until Neville opened the gate and I landed just before six. My thanks to everyone who
helped with trailers and equipment.

IAN O'KEEFE CAME FOR THE WEEKEND
Well the Auckland Club turned the weather on for us last weekend. Having successfully transported
everything down to Drury and rigged the club singles and a few others we were all eager to get airborne.
After receiving our welcome and briefing we proceeded to join the ques of gliders awaiting to launch. The
club launches via winch and aerotow. The dual launching operations plus accommodating landing aircraft on the
narrower air strip works very well and
is a slick operation all round. Our little
Yella FK9 coped extremely well towing
us and others 18m ships off the strip.
The sky on both days was fantastic
and there were thermals that pegged
the vario, which is something we
rarely see at our field. Equally some
good sink...but generally easy to find
any needed lift....We were topping out
a 4500 ft easily. The quarry was a
great source of lift. The scenery was
spectacular, but you can see why the
farmers are worried, its is dry. The
wonderful Mr Restal provided some
in-flight entertainment by landing out
in a swede patch having got low near the Hunua's.......It was a good landing and dulcet tones over the radio
confirmed he and glider were all ok....We thought he did this on purpose to get some grub for dinner that
night....
I think most people got some really good flights...some even got 2 flights within the hour....however you can
see how the Auckland Clubs gets some great cross country flights as they head south down to Matamata and
beyond. Some of our crew got spinning and winch ratings signed off. Well done chaps.
The BBQ meal on Saturday was scrummy and was great to swap yarns. Our thanks to the cooks, the helpers
and the dish washers.
So all in all a very successful weekend. Our thanks to the Auckland Club for their hospitality, thoroughly
enjoyable. And our thanks to our club members for making this all happen. A pretty smooth operation.
Look forward to flying there again in the not to distant future.
Unknown Grid Helper
AND TONY PRENTICE
It was a chance to fly from a different field from Whenuapai, which is large and relatively hill and obstacle
free. Also there would likely be numbers of other gliders around to add to the
interest. I arrived Saturday at Drury via Whenuapai at about 10AM, to find Garry and Neville there, and
others appeared one by one with trailers and gear. We set about rigging the singles and shortly GMW with
Steve W and son appeared, shortly after RDW. There were quite a few other gliders being rigged and by
the time we were ready there was a sizeable grid waiting to be launched. Steve W. was duty instructor and
needed a BFR, so ventured off with Peter T. to attend to it.

As I had not flown from Drury before (except years ago), I needed a familiarisation flight and duly set of
with a freshly BFR'd Steve W. in GMW behind the Pawnee. GMW's radio, which had not worked earlier, burst
into life during my
preflight checks, so the
fault was obviously
intermittent. The
Pawnee has superior
acceleration but does
not seem any quicker
than RDW to 2000ft although I didn't time
it. We released at
2000ft over the quarry
- (a good landmark and
often good for lift,
according to the locals)
and the soaring
conditions were good out towards Bombay
and almost to the edge
of my comfort zone except that with Steve
W. behind me, what
could possibly go
wrong? The Drury field proved easy to locate, what with the two quarries and Drury and Papakura townships
and that ridge looks a lot smaller from above! A nice flight but others were waiting for familiarisation
flights and so after 40 minutes or so it was back to the field. A hill and some tall-looking trees close to finals
made the approach look interesting and I landed a little long but had a good flight.
Shortly after, Steve F. landed GVF after an hour to let someone else have a flight but nobody else wanted to
go so he was able to go again for a repeat! With two tugs on the go, the grid had emptied and most of the
local gliders headed out for parts unknown, though a few stayed local. Later I managed to take GVF up and
had a most enjoyable flight. The airspace had been opened up to 4500ft and I managed to briefly reach 4000
and then toured the local area before making a much improved circuit and landing.
I also had confirmation
of just how hard it is to see a glider approaching head on. One came towards me only 100m or so to the right
and had it been directly ahead, it would have been difficult to dodge. I spent a lot of my time looking about....
I was told on landing that I was only up for 34 minutes but it was really enjoyable and it felt twice as long as
that to me!
After picketing the gliders, we retired to the clubrooms for refreshment and a nice BBQ meal enjoyed by all.
After dinner, there was a talk on parachutes by two experienced jumpers - a nice complement to our
parachute evening last year at Whenuapai. Home to bed and my odometer giving me one reason for not
visiting Drury too often.
Sunday - As I had a lot of our gear in my Ute, I decided I should not be too late getting there. It looked
overdeveloped when I left home but Drury was on the cloud edge and it quickly started to become a good
looking day. Neville, Ray and a few others showed up and I decided to DI the singles - no problem, they
weren't even wet! Ray duly gave "permission to fly", so towed GVF down to the launch point. There were
already a few gliders on the grid, waiting for the Pawnee. Peter T. taxied RDW and parked it nearby . People
seemed to be mostly sitting around. The sky looked good to me and I decided I wanted to fly. Peter T. said
"That's what we are here for ", which sounded good to me.
He towed me off in GVF and I had a great flight. At 3500ft I called up the "Drury Caravan" and asked if the
airspace to 4500 was open but was told "negative", so 3500 it was. There was a lot of lift around and although

I once dropped to 1800ft, I was soon back up again. It was also good practice to thermal with other gliders,
there were usually half a dozen in sight and naturally this helped to show where the thermals were operating.
After an hour and a bit my conscience got to me - It was such a great day that probably there would be a list
of club members anxious to fly and I knew our base radio had not been set up. With considerable reluctance, I
returned with many side slips and full brake spirals to lose height for an OK circuit and landing. Could not
believe it - there was NOBODY waiting to fly GVF at all! Where was everyone? Had a leisurely lunch (filled
roll from the Drury bakery and good) and relief break.
GMW and GMP were flying so I asked Peter T. for another tow in GVF. Peter did himself proud and dropped
me up on the ridge in a great thermal - it was a case of release, turn right and just keep turning in an 8k
thermal - right up to 3500 ft! A magnificent flight, I reckon - tiki toured around Drury and the edge of
Papakura, thermalled around the ridge area with several other gliders and even flew alongside Garry in GMP at
one point. OK, it was a "Victor Fox Day" but it was most satisfying to be thermalling at 3000ft or so and to
look down to see other gliders struggling. And in GVF, to be holding height at 70 kts at 3500ft is kinda good
too. I took on board Steve W.'s advice to "stay under the cloud and even if you don't find lift you will likely
find reduced sink" - it really does seem to help.
I was also bemused to observe a power aircraft performing aerobatics in an area in which gliders were
operating - a "situation normal" according to one local... Eventually "backside and bladder" suggested a
return, to find still nobody else to fly! We derigged the singles, said farewell to our hosts and returned via
Whenuapai to offload everything.
All in all a great weekend away experience. I was thankful to our hosts for their hospitality and for the great
flying conditions encountered. Naturally the locals claim that the weather is like that every weekend, although
these claims did lack a certain sincerity! I was just amazed that we did not have more members there flying,
but thank you for staying away so I could have two flights each day! Thanks also for the towies who got it just
right! (Don't worry , I won't divulge the size of the bribe!)
K8
Drury member Russell
Long jumped the
Sunday queue in this
K8, took a winch launch
and proceeded to fly
to Huntly and back. A
feat not emulated by
the Libelle flown by
Graham Lake who
managed two flights in
an hour. Apparently he
does not want to talk
about it

VISIT TO NORTH SHORE AERO CLUB
JUMPSTART, The
he annual tandem parachute ride for CanTeen and disadvantaged kids is scheduled for the
weekend of 5 April. We will not be able to fly at home, NSAC are keen for a return visit so we are going
there for Saturday....or Sunday if the WX is
is not good on Saturday. We will aerotow the fleet over and back.
CLUB CLASS NATIONALS AT LAKE STATION
This is day three, by day five Libelles had 1st, 3rd and 4th.

LONDON GLIDING CLUB
Dusty Millar sent us this link to their newsletters
http://www.londonglidingclub.co.uk/newsletters.xml
OLC NEWS Glyn Jackson sent us this
Steve, Congratulations ...
ASC OLC km = 12,859km
Diameter of the planet = 12,742km
Very impressive indeed ....
http://www.onlinecontest.org/olc-2.0/gliding/clubRanking.html?st=olc&rt=ol
2.0/gliding/clubRanking.html?st=olc&rt=ol
c&c=NZ&sc=&sp=2014
https://www.google.co.nz/#q=diameter+earth
Cheers,

MATAMATA SOARING
CENTRE YOUTHGLIDE
CAMP,
MATAMATA.
Club Youth Members, Interested??? should be a good week. Contact Bill Mace directly or via Ray Burns

Evening Sunday 21st to Sunday 28th April 2013

Open to GNZ Club members
15 to 25 year olds.
Designed to advance pilots from all ranges of experience as far as possible in the week.
Yes even ab-initio (as long as they have had a flight and are keen to carry on).
There will be an extensive range of briefing subjects from A & B Certificate to advanced subjects
as have been delivered to the Cross Country Courses.
Please see your Club President, Secretary, or Youth Flying Coordinator for details or email direct to
Bill Mace <wajvmace@gmail.com>
Information Sheet, Registration, Consent, and Liability Release Forms can be got here.
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/f2o0sgzlhqqlynm/GTXxL_dWXI/YG%20info%202013%20%26%20Co
nsent%20Form.doc

DUTY ROSTER FOR FEBRUARY, MARCH, APRIL 2014 Final
Month

Date
1

FEBRUARY
2
WAITANGI
DAY

6
8
9
15
16
22
23

MARCH

1
2
8
9
15
16
22
23
29
30

APRIL

5
6
12
13
18

EASTER
WEEKEND

19
20
21

ANZAC
DAY

25
26
27

Time
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pm
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pm
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Duty Pilot
K Bridges

Instructor
I Woodfield

Tow Pilot
C Rook

B Hocking

R Carswell

P Thorpe

I O'Keefe

A MacKay

D Belcher

T O'Rourke

R Burns

J Wagner

G Patten

L Page

R Carswell

K Pillai

P Thorpe

G Lake

R Pitt

R Carswell

C Rook

J Pote

S Wallace

P Thorpe

T Prentice

D Todd

D Belcher

R Struyck

P Coveney

D Belcher

R Whitby

I Woodfield

R Carswell

E McPherson

S Wallace

G Lake

Drury

C Hall

R Burns

P Thorpe

Drury

K Bhashyam

L Page

C Rook

K Boyes

P Thorpe

D Belcher

S Foreman

R Burns

J Wagner

S Foreman

R Carswell

G Lake

R Forster

S Wallace

R Carswell

D Foxcroft

D Todd

P Thorpe

G Healey

P Thorpe

C Rook

B Hocking

R Burns

D Belcher

I O'Keefe

P Coveney

J Wagner

T Prentice

A MacKay

G Lake

T O'Rourke

I Woodfield

R Carswell

K Pillai

L Page

P Thorpe

R Pitt

R Carswell

C Rook

J Pote

S Wallace

D Belcher

K Bridges

D Todd

C Rook

R Struyck

P Coveney

J Wagner

R Whitby

P Thorpe

G Lake

30 Sqn ATC

Jumpstart
NSAC
Jumpstart
Alternate

30 Sqn ATC

